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Discussion Questions for Black Sun by Rebecca Roanhorse

“There was magic in the world, pure and simple, things

she didn't understand. Best get used to it.”

 

 

“Black Sun” is set in a fantasy world inspired by pre-

Columbian Mesoamerica. What did you think of the

setting? Did you recognize anything that the author

was referencing in the world that she built?

There are four point-of-view characters in this book -

Xiala, Serapio, Nara, and Okoa. Were there any of the

characters who stood out to you as your favorite? Did

anything that one of these characters did surprise

you? Did your opinion on them change throughout the

book?
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One of the interesting things about the structure of

“Black Sun” is that characters who would necessarily be

antagonists - like Serapio and Nara - are never quite set

up as being “good” or “bad”? Why do you think that

Rebecca Roanhorse decided to structure the book this

way? What does it say about the world of the book? Do

you think she was trying to comment on our world?

Serapio is blinded as a child so that he can become a

vessel for a god. What do you think that he had to be

mutilated in that particular way? Were you surprised

that Serapio went through with his mission at the end of

the book? Why do you think he ultimately decided to

become a vessel?

Race, class, politics, and religion are all tackled in

various ways in “Black Sun.” Did the book make you start

to think differently about your worldview about these

issues? 

“Black Sun” is the first in a planned trilogy of books. Will

you be reading the second book when it comes out? What

do you think might happen? What do you hope will

happen?

If you were making “Black Sun” into a movie or TV show,

who would you cast? 



READ-ALIKES

The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms by N.K. Jemisin - Fans

of epic fantasy looking for more stories that take

inspiration from cultures other than Western Europe may

enjoy this afrofantasy tale about a woman pitted against

two cousins to take her grandfather’s throne.

The Bone Shard Daughter by Andrea Stewart - While the

fantasy world is inspired by China rather than

Mesoamerica, this story of an empire controlled by bone

shard magic may intrigue and entertain those looking for

another book with a large cast of characters and a

complex world. 

The Priory of the Orange Tree by Samantha Shannon -

Readers who like their fantasy novels to include dragons

may want to check out this broadly appealing story. of a

kingdom where a line of queens keeps an ancient dragon

called The Nameless One at bay. 

The Raven Tower by Ann Leckie - Strange gods and

battles for power make up the plot of this epic fantasy

story told from multiple perspectives. Leckie, known for

her sci-fi novels, is a master at world-building and

pushing genre boundaries. 

Explore more read-alikes with the NoveList Plus database,

available at https://epl.lib.in.us/books-and-media-resources/

Did you enjoy this book and want to

explore similar items?
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Brews+Books is a partnership between Eckhart

Public Library and Auburn Brewing Company. If

you need a brew with your book, we recommend

visiting www.auburnbrewing.com and see what

they're all about!


